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ABSTRACT: The existing research on coal gangue identification
based on vibration usually assumes that coal gangue particles are ideal
shapes. To understand the vibration response difference in hydraulic
support caused by coal and gangue with real shapes, this paper uses a
three-dimensional (3D) scanning technology to determine the real
shape of coal particles. The process of coal and gangue impacting the
tail beam at different angles was simulated in the LS-DYNA software
package, and the effects of shape parameters, velocity, and coal
strength on the difference in vibration signals caused by the two were
analyzed statistically. The conclusions are as follows: the vibrational
response of the tail beam is concentrated mainly in the area between
the ribs. The regularity of the velocity signal caused by gangue is
better than the regularity of the velocity signal caused by coal, and the
attenuation speed of the acceleration signal of gangue is slower than
the attenuation speed of the acceleration signal of coal. The probability distributions of the velocity and acceleration responses were
analyzed statistically, and the results show that the results from coal can be well fitted by a logarithmic normal function, and the
standard deviations of velocity and acceleration are 0.05591 and 489.8, respectively. The gangue results are fitted by the gamma
function and the Weibull function, and the standard deviations are 0.13531 and 737.9, respectively, showing that the fitting function
has the potential to be used as the basis for coal gangue identification. The change in coal strength has little effect on the vibration
response of the tail beam. With increasingly falling velocity, the vibration signal intensity of the tail beam increases, but the
discrimination between coal and gangue weakens; therefore, measures should be taken to reduce the falling velocity of the rock mass.
The research results of this paper can provide a reference for further study of coal gangue identification methods based on vibration.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are many important energy sources on earth, such as
geothermal energy and natural gas.1,2 Coal, as an important part
of primary energy,3,4 plays an important role in world energy
security.5,6 The fully mechanized top coal caving technology has
obvious advantages in medium and thick coal seams.7 However,
the precise control of the coal caving mechanism is the key to
achieving high yield and high efficiency of the fully mechanized
top coal caving technology.8 Therefore, as the basis of the coal
caving mechanism, the study of the coal gangue identification
technology is of great significance to top coal caving mining.
However, the problem of low reliability of coal gangue
identification in practical applications is prominent.
Many countries have carried out extensive research on the

coal gangue identification technology. At present, the main
detection methods include the 3D laser scanning technology,
the gamma ray method, the image recognition method, the
acoustic signal recognition method, and the vibration signal
recognition method. The 3D laser scanning technology needs to
be combined with the dynamic weighing technology,9 and due
to the narrow space and poor vision of the coal mining face, the

application of this technology is difficult. In the process of top
coal caving mining, the dust concentration of the coal caving
port is significant, causing great difficulties in the image
recognition method.10−12 Many field signals are doped in the
sound signals of the coal caving process, and these field signals
need to be eliminated when using the sound signal recognition
method.13 The effectiveness of the gamma ray method has been
greatly improved after transforming artificial gamma rays into
natural gamma rays,14 but the sensor is too expensive to be used
widely.
The vibration response method is currently one of the most

effective methods for coal gangue identification. In the process
of top coal caving mining, coal and gangue will impact the tail
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beam of hydraulic support. Due to the difference in the nature of
coal and gangue, the effects of coal and gangue impacting on the
tail beam are different. The vibration signal without noise
interference can be obtained by the velocity and acceleration
sensors installed under the tail beam. Therefore, the degree of
falling of coal can be identified bymonitoring the vibration of the
tail beam.
To study the difference in vibration signals caused by coal and

gangue, Zeng et al. explained the propagation of vibration signals
in metal plates during collision by analyzing the contact between
spherical coal particles and metal plates.15 Wan et al. found that
the change in the material would lead to different vibration
responses of the metal plate by simulating the process of
spherical coal and gangue impacting the metal plate.16 Yin et al.
established a finite element model of rock impactingmetal plates
with the same mass and different shapes and found that different
shapes of rock would cause different vibration responses.17 Chen
et al. simulated the process of the spherical coal particle
impacting the simplified hydraulic support tail beam and found
that the impact position and the caving angle had a significant
indigenous effect on the dynamic response of the tail beam.18

In terms of the influence of the real shape of the rock mass on
its dynamic behavior, Yan et al. studied the impact of rock on
reinforced concrete sheds by changing the traditional
assumption of spherical rock to ellipsoid rock and found that
the shape and falling gesture of rock had an obvious influence on
the impact effect.19 By scanning real rock aggregate particles and
conducting discrete element numerical simulation tests, Xie et
al. found that the bulk density of rock aggregates is related to
some shape parameters of rock aggregates.20 In the study of Lu
et al., rockfall particles were modeled as three-dimensional
polyhedrons, and the surface area ratio and the length-width
ratio of rocks were found to have a quadratic effect on the energy
dissipation and trajectory change of rocks.21 A three-dimen-
sional stochastic discrete element model of soil-rock mixtures
with different stone shapes was established by Wang et al. to
study the influence of shapes on the macroscopic mechanical
properties under different loading methods.22 Yan et al.
proposed a 3D model that focuses on simulating the trajectory
of rockfalls under the conditions of rocks and terrain of any
shape.23 Su and Choi studied the cushioning performance of
gabion filled with different forms of rocks by the discrete

element method and found that rocks with a round morphology
could disperse the load more evenly to achieve the best
cushioning performance.24

In summary, the existing research on coal gangue identi-
fication based on vibration ignores the influence of the real shape
of the rockmass on the vibration response, and the rock particles
are assumed to be the ideal shape. At the same time, themodel of
a rock mass impacting hydraulic support is simplified to a rock
mass impacting the metal plate or tail beam with fixed
constraints. However, rock shape has been proven to have an
important influence on its dynamic behavior, which proves that
the shape of the rock mass has an important influence on the
research object. Therefore, the real shape of the rock mass is
introduced into the study of coal gangue identification based on
vibration, and the real shape of the coal particle is obtained by
the 3D scanning technology. The reliability of the coal material
model is verified by experiments. The process of the real shape
coal and gangue impacting the tail beamwas simulated in the LS-
DYNA software package, and the difference in the vibration
response of the hydraulic support after the impact was
compared. The influence of rock shape parameters, velocity,
and coal strength on the vibration signal was studied by
statistical analysis. The results provide a reference for top coal
caving mining and coal gangue identification based on the
vibration response. The sketch for this study is shown in Figure
1.

2. RECONSTRUCTION AND SHAPE ANALYSIS OF
ROCK PARTICLES

2.1. Shape Acquisition. To determine the real digital
geometric parameters of the coal gangue particle surface,
according to the technical route shown in Figure 2, the spatial
point cloud data characterizing the surface morphology of coal
particles were obtained using a 3D laser scanner. Geomagic
Studio software was used for postprocessing the point cloud
data. The coal particles are divided into tetrahedral mesh by
HyperMesh software.

2.2. Shape Description. Different shapes and falling
gestures lead to different vibration signals. Shape information
for the contact area with the tail beam in coal gangue particles
needs to be described by microscopic shape parameters, and the
falling gesture is affected mainly by macroscopic shape

Figure 1. Sketch of the problem.
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parameters. According to some related research,25−27 this paper
uses six parameters in two scale ranges to describe the shape of
coal gangue particles: elongation index (EI), flatness index (FI),
sphericity (ψ), texture (Τ), equivalent elliptical perimeter ratio
(AIPE), and surface fractal dimension (Ds).
In the macroscopic parameters, EI reflects the degree of

slenderness of the particle. The larger the EI is, the more slender
the particle. FI reflects the degree of flatness of the particle. The
smaller the FI is, the flatter the particles. ψ reflects the degree of
the particle close to the ball. The larger ψ is, the closer the
particles are to the shape of the sphere. EI, FI, and ψ are defined
in Formulas 1−3.

L
S

EI =
(1)

S
I

FL =
(2)

I S
L

( )
2

3ψ = ×
(3)

where L, I, and S represent the lengths of the long axis, middle
axis, and short axis of coal particles, respectively.
In the microscopic parameters, Ds and AIPE reflect the

angularity of the coal particle,T reflects the surface texture of the
coal particle, and Ds, AIPE, and T are defined in Formulas 4−6

D D1S P= + (4)

P PAIPE / ellipse= (5)

T P P/ convex= (6)

where DP is the surrounding fractal dimension of the coal
particle, P is the projection perimeter of the particle contour,
Pellipse is the equivalent elliptical perimeter of the particles, and
Pconvex is the convex perimeter of the coal particle.
The images of three angles of each particle in nine particles

were collected, and the images were imported into Image-Pro
Plus software to measure the above four shape parameters of
particles. Finally, the average values of three angles were taken as
the values of each parameter of each particle.
The shape parameters of 9 lumps of coal are shown in Table 1.

3. NUMERICAL MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL
REFERENCE
3.1. Finite Element Model. In this paper, ZF4800-17-32

top coal caving hydraulic support was selected for analysis. Its
working resistance is 4800 kN, and the maximum working
height is 3.2 m. 3D modeling software is used to establish the
model at a ratio of 1:1. The telescopic beam and the insert plate
have little effect on the vibration response of the tail beam, which
is omitted to simplify the model and improve the calculation
efficiency. The mesh of hydraulic support and rock is divided
into tetrahedral units, and the total number of elements is
582417. The rotational connection between the components of
the hydraulic support is realized by adding a virtual rotational
pair. Hydraulic cylinders are ideally assumed to be spring
damping systems.28 In the numerical simulation, the tail beam of
the hydraulic support is parallel to the shield beam, and the angle
between the tail beam and the ground is 40°. The finite element
model of hydraulic support and rock particles is shown in Figure
3.
Preprocessing is carried out in LS-PREPOST, and the velocity

of rock particles is 8 m/s. The degree of freedom of the element
nodes at the bottom layer of the hydraulic support base is fully
constrained. The simulation time is 0.02 s, and the hydraulic
support is affected only by gravity. Due to the short collision
process, the self-stability process of the hydraulic support under
gravity is omitted. The contact between the coal particle and the
metal plate is *CONTACT _ ERODING _ SURFACE _ TO _
SURFACE, and the contact algorithm uses the penalty function
method.
The components of hydraulic support are mainly welded by

steel plates. The piecewise linear plasticity model in LS-DYNA is
selected as the material model of the steel plate. This model is an
elastic−plastic material, and the strain rate is described by the
Cowper and Symonds model. The model combines yield stress
and factor.

C
1

p1/ε+ ̇i
k
jjj

y
{
zzz (7)

where ε ̇ is the strain rate.
The strain rate and yield stress meet eq 829
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where σ0 is the yield stress limit, εe is the effective strain rate, C
and P are the strain rate parameters, and σ0(εp

e) is the yield
stress.
The material model parameters for metal plates are shown in

Table 2.

Figure 2. Acquisition process of the 3D shape information for coal. (a)
Coal, (b) 3D model, and (c) finite element model.

Table 1. Shape Parameters of Coal Particles

rock label EI FL ψ texture DS AIPE

1 1.536 0.951 0.7638 1.0306 2.01332 1.0825
2 1.531 0.736 0.8337 1.0164 2.01062 1.0681
3 2.219 0.584 0.7032 1.0114 2.006617 1.038
4 2.083 0.615 0.7207 1.0193 2.00971 1.0612
5 2.42 0.515 0.6919 1.0141 2.00663 1.0597
6 2.213 0.488 0.4184 1.013 2.00904 1.0623
7 2.254 0.487 0.4036 1.0152 2.00752 1.0436
8 2.127 0.733 0.6704 1.0108 2.00661 1.051
9 1.844 0.688 0.4275 1.0223 2.012177 1.0602
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The material model of coal and gangue is * MAT _
JOHNSON _ HOLMQUIST _ CONCRETE (HJC model for
short). The HJC model is recognized as a model suitable for
simulating the mechanical behavior of brittle rock materials
under low-speed collision.30,31 This model includes three parts:
the strength model, damage, and state equation, which can
simulate the compressive damage behavior of brittle materials
under dynamic loading.32 The strength and density of gangue
are greater than the strength and density of coal. TheHJCmodel
parameters of gangue in this paper are shown in Table 3.33

3.2. Model Test Verification of the Coal Material. Due
to the large degree of crushing in the process of coal impacting
the tail beam and in order to ensure the authenticity of the
crushing effect of coal in the simulation, we conducted a coal
drop test, simplified the model of coal particle impacting the tail
beam into coal particle impacting the metal plate, and raised the
coal particle on the test bench to 3.3 m away from the bottom
metal plate. When falling from this height, the speed before the
coal particle contacted the steel plate was approximately 8 m/s.
A high-speed camera was used to record the whole process of the
coal particle impacting the metal plate.
A coal particle is randomly selected from the coal particles to

obtain 3D shape information, and the coal particle is raised to 3.3
m from the bottom plate on the test bench. When falling from
this height, the speed of the coal particle before contacting the
steel plate is approximately 8 m/s. The high-speed camera was
aligned to the steel plate during shooting.
The numerical model of the test is shown in Figure 4. The

length, width, and height of the metal plate are 400, 400, and 15
mm, respectively. The nodes around the metal plate are fully
constrained. The falling gesture of the coal particle in the
numerical model is the same as the falling gesture of the

experiment. Themass of the coal particle is 2.4 kg, and the falling
speed of the coal particle is 8 m/s. The metal plate adopts the
hexahedral element. The contact algorithm and the material
model of the metal plate are the same as those in the previous
section.
Long et al.34 divided 18 parameters related to material

properties in the HJC model into sensitive parameters and
nonsensitive parameters. Nonsensitive parameters use existing
data,35 and then the crushing process consistent with the test is
obtained by debugging the sensitive parameters. The failure
stress parameter fc in the HJC model cannot simulate the failure
of the material;33 so in the simulation, the failure of the material
is controlled by adding the keyword *MAT_ADD_EROSION.
The HJC model parameters for coal are shown in Table 4.
The process recorded by the high-speed camera shows that

the crushing process of the coal particle is divided into two main
processes: initial contact and secondary contact. After the initial
contact of the coal particle, local crushing occurs at the contact
position, but no overall fracture occurs. After the initial collision,
the coal particle flips in the air and then has a secondary contact
with the steel plate. In the secondary contact process, the local
crushing of the impact position is accomplished, and the coal
particle has an overall fracture. After the first collision, the joints
and fractures inside the coal particle were developed but did not
develop to run through the whole coal particle. After the
secondary contact, the fractures were further expanded, and the
coal particle finally produced an overall fracture. Figure 5 shows
that the key stage of coal fragmentation is well simulated in the
numerical simulation.

Figure 3. Finite element model of the tail beam of hydraulic support impacted by coal gangue particles.

Table 2. Material Model Parameters of the Metal Plate

ρ(kg/m3) 7830 E(Pa) 2.07 × 1011 u 0.3 σ0(Pa) 2.07 × 108

C P εf
40 5 0.75

Table 3. HJC Model Parameters of Gangue

ρ0(kg/m
3) 2590 G(Pa) 1.114 × 1010 fc(Pa) 1.223 × 108 C 0.006 N 0.6 Smax 7.7 D1 0.04 D2 1 εfmin 0.01

T(Pa) pc(Pa) μc pl(Pa) μl k1 k2 k3 fs
7.76 × 106 4.075 × 107 0.0023 1.65 × 109 0.11 1.15 × 1010 2.6 × 1010 5 × 1010 0

Figure 4. Numerical model for simulating coal drop.
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3.3. Comparison of Real Shape and Ideal Shape. To
illustrate the difference between the tail beam vibration signal
caused by the real shape particles and the ideal shape, in this
section, we design the numerical simulation test of spherical and
real shape coal particles impacting the metal plate, and the mass
of the two shapes of particles is the same. In each simulation, the
particles flipped at a certain angle. The velocity and acceleration
signals of the first contact position are extracted, and the
effective values in the first 0.01 s are calculated. The test results
are shown in Figure 6. When the spherical coal particles impact
the metal plate, the change in the velocity and acceleration
response of themetal plate can be neglected. However, when the
real-shaped coal particle impacts the metal plate, the response of
themetal plate shows no obvious regular change because the real
shape of the particle surface is more complex. When the rock
particles impact the metal plate at different angles, the different
falling postures and the surface shapes of the contact area will
cause different vibration effects on the metal plate. Therefore,
when the tail beam is impacted, the vibration signal generated by
the ideal shape of the coal gangue particles and the real shape of
the coal gangue particles will also show a greater difference, so it
is necessary for the real shape of the coal gangue particles to
impact the tail beam vibration characteristics in further research.
3.4. Setting of the Numerical Simulation Test. In this

paper, numerical simulation experiments of coal and gangue
impact tail beam are carried out. The two groups of experiments
use the same nine rock shapes, and all the coal and gangue
particles have the same mass. Each rock has fifteen numerical
simulations with different angles. Based on the previous angle,

the rock particles are rotated 30°with the XYZ-axis of the spatial
orthogonal coordinate system as the rotation center, which is the
second contact angle. The contact angle with the tail beam for 15
tests of a particle is shown in Figure 7.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Propagation andWaveform Analysis of Vibration.

The process of propagation of velocity on the tail beam is shown
in Figure 8. After the collision, the disturbance caused by the
impact load on the tail beam gradually diffuses outward to form
the stress wave. The propagation of the stress wave constantly
changes the velocity and acceleration of each point on the tail
beam. The change in the state of velocity and acceleration
propagates in the form of waves. The velocity wave is limited by
a very short time after encountering the rib plate. A long strip

Table 4. HJC Model Parameters of Coal

ρ0(kg/m3) 1400 G(Pa) 5.8 × 108 fc(Pa) 9 × 106 C 0.006 N 0.76 Smax 7.7 D1 5 × 10−6 D2 1 εfmin 2 × 10−6

T(Pa) pc(Pa) μc pl(Pa) μl k1 k2 k3 fs
1.86 × 106 3 × 106 8 × 10−4 3.4 × 108 0.1 1.6 × 109 −1.7 × 108 5.8 × 109 1.4

Figure 5. Comparison of the coal crushing process filmed by the camera and numerical simulation process.

Figure 6. Comparison of velocity and acceleration responses caused by the ideal shape and real shape coal particle.

Figure 7. 15 angles of contact of the same rock particle.
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velocity cloud map filled with space between two rib plates
appears on the tail beam, and then the velocity wave passes
through the rib plate and causes a wide range of oscillations of

the whole tail beam. The propagation process of the acceleration
on the tail beam is shown in the diagram. Similar to the velocity,
the larger value area is concentrated mainly in the area between

Figure 8. Velocity and acceleration cloud map. (a) Velocity and (b) acceleration.
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the two rib plates, but the propagation speed of the acceleration
wave is far greater than the propagation speed of the velocity
wave. When t = 0.0015 s, the velocity wave is mainly limited
between the two rib plates, and the acceleration has been
transmitted to the whole tail beam. Therefore, to detect a strong
vibration signal, the sensor should be located away from the
stiffened plate.
Figure 9 shows the velocity and acceleration response curves

of the tail beam caused by coal and gangue at five different angles
under the same shape and mass. In terms of velocity response,
the velocity fluctuation amplitude of gangue is significantly
higher than the velocity fluctuation amplitude of coal, whichmay
be related to the influence of material properties on the
instantaneous energy transfer in collision. Due to the serious
fracture of coal and obvious absorption of kinetic energy at the
moment of impact, the impact of coal on the tail beam is

weakened. In addition, the acceleration response curve of the tail
beam impacted by gangue fluctuates smoothly and shows
obvious regularity attenuation, but the fluctuation regularity of
the coal acceleration curve is poor, possibly caused by serious
coal crushing after impact and multiple slip collisions between
broken particles and the tail beam.
In terms of the acceleration response, the acceleration

fluctuation amplitude of gangue is also significantly higher
than the acceleration fluctuation amplitude of coal, and the
acceleration attenuation of coal is significantly faster than the
acceleration attenuation of gangue, possibly because the energy
transmitted by gangue impact is greater than the energy
transmitted by coal impact, forming a stronger stress wave,
which causes a long-term oscillation of the tail beam.
Therefore, the results show that the velocity and acceleration

response of the hydraulic support tail beam after impact on coal

Figure 9. Waveform comparison of coal and gangue. (a,b) Velocity response of coal and (c,d) acceleration response of gangue.

Figure 10. Velocity response probability distribution of coal gangue. (a) Coal and (b) gangue.
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gangue has obvious differences. The results provide a reference
for the identification of coal gangue in caving mining.
4.2. Overall and Individual Distribution. Since the

sampling time is only 0.01 s, only the time domain analysis of
velocity and acceleration signals is carried out. Because themean
value of velocity and acceleration is near 0, this paper chooses
the effective value and standard deviation as the parameters to
describe the time domain characteristics of the signal. The
source of velocity and acceleration data is the area where the tail
beam is first impacted by rock particles. In a small area, the
velocity change of each node can be ignored, and the
acceleration response curve will be quite different. Therefore,
the velocity signal of one node and the acceleration signal of four
nodes in the collision area are extracted, and then the average
value of the effective value of the four nodes of the acceleration
signal is calculated.
Taking the effective value of the response signal within the

first 0.1 s of the tail beam as the research object, the probability
distribution diagram of the velocity response caused by coal and
gangue is shown in Figure 10. There are obvious differences
between the two materials in the probability diagram. The
former follows the lognormal distribution, and the latter follows
the gamma distribution. The mean values are 0.11644 and
0.57352, respectively, and the standard deviations are 0.05519
and 0.13531, respectively. The velocity response caused by coal
is more concentrated. The probability distribution of the
acceleration response caused by coal and gangue is shown in
Figure 11. The former obeys a lognormal distribution, and the
latter obeys a Weibull distribution. The mean values are 913.03
and 3147.09, and the standard deviations are 489.8 and 737.9,
respectively. The acceleration signals caused by coal are more
concentrated, indicating that under the same impact energy and

contact state, the response caused by gangue is more sensitive to
the initial contact state, and the shape change has a greater
impact on the signal caused by gangue. At the same time, if coal
is continuously mixed with gangue, the curve fitting the
probability distribution of the vibration signal may gradually
change.
The vibration response of the tail beam is made into a series of

box diagrams, as shown in Figure 12. Whether the material is
coal or gangue, under the condition of the same shape, the
vibration signal caused by the rock impacting the tail beam at
different angles has obvious discreteness, which is related to the
unevenness of the surface characteristics of the rock and the
difference in the landing posture. However, the vibration signals
of the two materials have the same trend between the particles,
showing that although the material changes and the strength of
the response will change, for a certain shape of particles, the
distribution of vibration response caused by the impact of the tail
beam at different angles has a certain similarity.
Compared with the results of the same shape of different

materials, the distribution of the vibration response data of the
tail beam caused by coal is more concentrated, and the
concentration of the acceleration is significantly higher than
the concentration of the speed because the strength of the coal is
less than the strength of the gangue, and a large amount of
crushing occurs after the impact of the coal and the tail beam.
After the collision, the contact state of the coal and the tail beam
becomes surface contact, and the sensitivity of the vibration
response signal to the initial contact shape and particle posture is
reduced. Due to the small degree of fragmentation, the response
caused by gangue is highly sensitive to the initial contact state.
After the multiangle impact of the tail beam, the vibration signal
caused by coal and gangue will indeed have discreteness, which

Figure 11. Acceleration response probability distribution of coal gangue. (a) Coal and (b) gangue.

Figure 12. Distribution of response results of rock particles. (a) Velocity distribution of coal, (b) acceleration distribution of coal, (c) velocity
distribution of gangue, and (d) acceleration distribution of gangue.
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Figure 13. continued
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Figure 13. continued
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Figure 13. Influence of shape parameters on response data. (a) EI, (b) FI, (c) ψ, (d) texture, (e) AIPE, and (f) Ds.
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is consistent with the results of the simulation test of the ideal
shape and the real shape of the particle impact on the metal
plate, but the discreteness of the gangue is greater than the
discreteness of the coal. Therefore, in the study of coal and
gangue identification methods based on vibration, the degree of
discretion of the vibration signal can be further studied as the
basis for the distinction between coal and gangue, especially the
acceleration signal.
4.3. Response and Shape Parameters. Figure 13 shows

the results of sorting each particle with the shape parameter as
the abscissa. The results show that a single shape parameter does
not have a significant impact on the change trend of the response
of the tail beam, and the response results show disorder. There
may be two reasons for this result. One reason is that the number
of particles in the test and the number of tests for each rock are
relatively small, and the selection of particles is also accidental,
resulting in uneven distribution of shape parameters. The other
reason is that the vibration signal is affected by the surface shape
characteristics and falling attitude of rock particles, which are
affected by many factors.
The correlation between the shape parameters and each result

in fifteen numerical simulation tests was analyzed, and the results

are shown in Figure 14. The correlation coefficient of each shape
parameter varies over a large range, and most of the correlation
coefficients are less than ±0.5, indicating that the correlation
between a single shape parameter and the velocity and
acceleration response results is small, and the acceleration and
velocity response are not affected by a single shape parameter.
In the process of top-coal caving mining, the coal particles in

contact with the tail beam are often large and dense. Although
the shape of each particle is different, we can consider that the
distribution of various shape parameters should be constant in
the coal particles covered on the tail beam at different times.
Therefore, we speculate that the overall level of the vibration
signal in the process of coal caving should be relatively stable and
will not cause great disturbance to the signal due to the
continuous change in the shape of coal gangue particles.

4.4. Study of Influence Factors. 4.4.1. Strength of Coal.
The strength of the coal under different geological conditions is
also different. When the strength of the coal is low, the degree of
crushing of coal will become larger. To further study the
influence of coal strength on the vibration signal, the strength of
coal is controlled by the failure criterion in the keyword *MAT
_ ADD _ EROSION. The failure criterion is set to 0.008, 0.01,

Figure 14. Correlation between shape parameters and vibration response of coal and gangue. (a) Velocity response of coal, (b) acceleration response
of coal, (c) velocity response of gangue, and (d) acceleration response of gangue.

Figure 15. Effect of coal strength on the vibration. (a) Velocity, (b) acceleration, and (c) number of failure elements.
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0.012 and 0.014. An increase in the number means an increase in
coal strength. The falling speed is set to 8 m/s, and each
parameter is simulated ten times. The same order of tests keeps
other settings the same.
The change in coal strength directly affects the degree of coal

crushing. The number of elements deleted due to coal failure in
the first 0.01 s in each experiment is counted. Figure 15a shows
that based on statistical analysis, the number of failure elements
after coal impacts the tail beam decreases with the increasing
failure standard. The results show that crushing decreases with
increasing coal strength, conforming to the actual situation of
coal gangue impacting hydraulic support.
The velocity and acceleration signals of the first collision area

were extracted, and the effective values within 0.01 s were
calculated. Figure 15a shows the influence of the strength change
on the velocity response of the tail beam. The average velocity
response results are 0.075, 0.0754, 0.0767, and 0.0818 under the
four kinds of strength, and the rising trend is slow. As the
strength increases, the contact stiffness of coal increases, the
energy consumed by coal crushing decreases, andmore energy is
transferred to the tail beam, so the strength of the velocity
response increases.
Figure 15b shows the relationship between the strength of

coal and the acceleration response of the tail beam. Different
from the change rule of velocity, the acceleration response has
no obvious correlation with the strength, and the average values
of each group are 619.77, 865.79, 671.87, and 601.52. The
acceleration response of a node on the tail beam is possibly
related to the contact force between the coal and the tail beam.
The size of the contact force is related to the curvature radius,
contact area, and elastic modulus of the coal. Because the
process of coal contacting the tail beam and breaking is full of
randomness, the parameters affecting the size of the contact
force change randomly. At the same time, because the time of
the crushing process in the contact process of the coal and tail
beam has a certain influence on the signal intensity in the
sampling time, the higher the strength of the coal is, the shorter
the crushing process, and the signal intensity is weakened to
some extent.
We can speculate that the strength of coal has little influence

on the vibration signal. When the velocity or acceleration sensor
is used to collect the vibration signal on the tail beam of the
hydraulic support, it will not have a great influence on the
identification of coal and gangue due to the different strengths of
coal caused by different geological conditions in different mining
areas. Therefore, the coal and gangue identification technology
based on vibration analysis may be suitable for mining areas with
different geological conditions.
4.4.2. Falling Velocity. To study the influence of the falling

velocity on the vibration response of the tail beam, coal and

gangue particles impacting the tail beam of the support with the
same mass and surface morphology were tested. The mass is 13
kg, and the speed is 6, 8, and 10 m/s.
The test results are shown in Figure 16c. With increasing

speed, the number of deleted elements of coal and gangue shows
a significant upward trend, and the dispersion degree of the
distribution of the results also increases. This result is basically
consistent with the actual situation. With increasing speed, the
contact force between the coal gangue particles and the tail beam
will possibly increase, resulting in an increase in the degree of
fragmentation. The contact depth of the coal gangue particles
and the tail beam increases, the eroded part develops from the
tip of the surface protrusion to the larger bottom, and the eroded
volume of the particles rises rapidly. Due to the different initial
states of different contact angles, the degree of dispersion of the
data will be amplified as the speed increases.
Figure 16a,b shows the influence of the falling velocity of coal

and gangue on the velocity and acceleration response. With
increasing falling velocity, the discreteness of the response
results of the tail beam caused by coal and gangue increases,
indicating that the vibration response of the tail beam is sensitive
to velocity. The average value of the six points in the middle
position is calculated, and the difference between coal and
gangue is found to be affected by either the velocity response or
the acceleration response. When the falling velocities are 6, 8,
and 10 m/s, the velocity response of gangue is 5.38, 4.77, and
4.69 times the velocity response of coal, and the acceleration
response of gangue is 6.44, 6.62, and 6.11 times the acceleration
response of coal, respectively. Considering the randomness of
the finite element dynamic simulation results, we should
consider that the difference between the two is also gradually
reduced possibly because the increase in speed increases the
time of the coal crushing process and strengthens the signal
intensity in the first 0.01 s, while the contact time of gangue with
the tail beam is almost unchanged due to the small degree of
crushing. Therefore, in mining areas with lower coal caving
heights, the coal gangue identification method based on
vibration may have a higher degree of coal gangue identification.

5. CONCLUSIONS
To understand the real shape of the coal gangue particle impact
beam caused by the signal and the difference between the
signals, this paper uses the 3D scanning technology to determine
the shape of the coal. The finite element model of coal gangue
particles impacting hydraulic support tail beams was established
in LS-DYNA, and the reliability of the simulation model was
verified by a coal falling test. Compared with spherical particles,
the vibration signal of the tail beam caused by the real shape of
coal gangue particles presents obvious irregular variation
characteristics. The influence differences of coal gangue particle

Figure 16. Effect of the falling velocity of rock particles on the vibration response. (a) Velocity response, (b) acceleration response, and (c) number of
failure elements.
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shape parameters, drop velocity, and material strength on tail
beam vibration were studied. The following conclusions can be
drawn.

1 After coal gangue impacts the tail beam of the hydraulic
support, the vibration response of the tail beam is
distributed mainly in the area between the two rib plates,
which provides a reference for the arrangement of sensors.
The tail beam velocity fluctuation caused by gangue is
higher than the tail beam velocity fluctuation caused by
coal, and the regularity of velocity attenuation caused by
gangue is significantly higher the regularity of velocity
attenuation caused by coal. The acceleration fluctuation
caused by gangue will remain at a high level for a long
time, while the acceleration fluctuation caused by coal will
decay quickly.

2 The velocity and acceleration signals of coal obey
lognormal distributions, while the velocity and accel-
eration signals of gangue obey gamma and Weibull
distributions, respectively. The standard deviations of the
velocity response of the tail beam caused by coal and
gangue are 0.05591 and 0.13531, respectively, while the
standard deviations of acceleration are 489.8 and 737.9,
respectively. Therefore, the sensitivity of the vibration
signal caused by gangue to the initial contact state is
higher than the sensitivity of the vibration signal caused by
coal.

3 There is no obvious regularity between the response
results of a single shape parameter and different particles.
Since the coal gangue particles are dense and large in the
caving process of top coal caving, the influence of the
shape change of coal gangue particles on the discrim-
ination of coal gangue can be ignored.

4 The vibration response changes caused by coal particles
with different strengths impacting the tail beam are weak.
Therefore, coal gangue identification based on the tail
beam vibration response has good adaptability to coal
seam hardness.

5 When the velocity is between 6 and 8 m/s, the vibration
response signal intensity of the tail beam increases with
increasing velocity of coal gangue particles impacting the
tail beam, but the discrimination of the vibration response
decreases with increasing velocity.

At present, the method of measuring particle shape is not
sufficiently accurate, and the process of coal gangue particles
impacting hydraulic support is very complex. In future work, we
will further study and explain the above problem through a
better separation of influencing factors and more simulation
tests.
In this study, the response difference between coal gangue

particles was studied in a more realistic way. The results provide
a reference for further study of coal gangue identification in top
coal caving mining based on tail beam vibration signals.
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